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REPORT TO ALL STUDENTS:
EDUCATION AT ASSUMPTION
In planning its future development, Assumption, like
nanv other colleges at the present moment, has to consider
mong other things the possibility of becoming educational
n all levels. Although education has often been discussed
n campus, both privately and publicly, no formal study
f the problem and no attempt to gather all the pertinent
nformation related to it had been made prior to this fall,
iuch a study was requested by the Board of Trustees at
ts meeting in May. Since then various surveys have been
onducted among faculty, students and alumni. A special
rieeting of faculty members was held on July 27, 1967 for
lie express purpose of discussing the subject. The Adminisrative Council established a Committee on Education com>osed of various representatives of the college community acuity, administration, students, alumni, and trustees. This
•ommittee is currently engaged in an extensive study of the
t( ossibilities and problems of education at Assumption. The
resent report synthesizes and sets forth the results of these
Preliminary soundings.

Reasons for Education
a. A substantial number of faculty members are of the
opinion that quite apart from the financial or other ma
terial advantages that might be gained from a completely
educational program,
education is desirable in itself.
b. Education seems to be a well-established trend in American society.

Objections to Education
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Students Give Up On
Coeducation Issue
By the time Assumption students
had returned to campus on Septem
ber 17, rumors were circulating that
the school was going to become co
ed in a year or two. The response
during the following weeks was
varied, weak,and typica 1 lyunin
formed. There had been no mention
of the change in the dean's August
letter to students nor in any of the
memos he issued in September;
there had been no announcement
of it in the alumni magazine; fac
ulty members, when questioned,
didn't really know the situation; no
early attempts on the part of cam
pus publications or the S.G.A. to
investigate it were made; and stu
dents themselves, long accustomed
to the inflexibility of certain power
ful individuals in the religious hier
archy on campus, largely confined
their comments on the matter to
discussions amongst themselves or
with the confused members of the
faculty.
But gradually bits and pieces of
information began to seep out. In
October a notice was circulated
about a forum to be conducted on
the 10th of the month concerning
coeducation and the school. Ap
proximately sixty persons attend
ed. At about the same time the
Student Affairs Committee was di
rected by Father Fortin to estab
lish a committee to study the prob
lem of coeducation and how it
could be implemented here. When
formed, it included one student

While many of the persons consulted favor education, a
umber of others did tend to oppose it on the following
rounds.
. Going educational at this time would automatically place
ssumption in a lower category and would jeopardize the
ood reputation that it has been acquiring in academic
ircles.
Assumption would become just another secondate Catholic school of which there are already too many
nd whose future is more than doubtful,
a , much larger number of faculty members and alumni re
lucted this view. In their opinion, education could be used
a means of raising Assumption's academic standards.
. Only one person thus far, an older alumnus, has objected
o education on moral grounds.
. Another objection is that an educational program might
Dr. George Doyle, head of the
-i iscourage certain male students from applying to Assump Economics Department at Assump
tion and mentor of the Foreign
tion.
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member. Neither this fact nor any
An early report by the commit
others about the committee, how tee about its progress to Father
ever, were made known to the stu Fortin and members 'of the com
dents.
mittee on student affairs had stated,
"The
experiment will require the
The committee began its work
cooperation of everyone in the col
immediately. Unfortunately, not
even they had been made fully a- lege community." It is a testimony
ware of the nature of the situation to the great faith of the committee
or their role in it. As more and in the adaptability of that "college
more minors reached their ears, community" that it should embark
one member recalls, it became ne on this experiment requiring so
cessary for the chairman to ask much cooperation when such a
the "Administrative Council" if large segment of the community
in fact a decision had already been understood so little about what was
made. At that time he was reas happening. In its recent twelvesured that the Trustees would take page report on that weekend, the
committee temied it "successful
no action pending the formal re
in that it achieved its stated pur
port of his committee.
pose." The report also declared
During November word spread that "the experiment served to focus
of a coed weekend to be held in the attention of the entire college
December (After all, didn't Holy community. . .on our study of co
Cross just have a coed day?). Resi education. It stimulated discus
dents of the first floor of Desautels sion of the issues and flushed out
Hall received information that the hitherto latent opposition."
In a poll distributed by the in
committee was considering using
their rooms for the experiment. ternal affairs committee of the
Would they be willing to move out S.G.A. to residents and several refor a few days?
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)

Foreign Affairs
In Revision

Faculty, Student, and Alumni Opinion
The few surveys conducted thus far reveal that the faculty
ind the administration of the college favor education at
ast six-to-one. Of the 43 persons who have already anered a recent questionnaire, 36 favor education, six opse it and one indicates no preference.
A poll conducted among last year's seniors showed that,
f the 50 students who answered, 31 favored education
,Jnd 19 opposed it. A recent poll of all students indicates
><J2% opposed of 42% responding.
Nummary
Admittedly much research remains to be undertaken be~bre any decision as important as education can be made by
he Board of Trustees. At this point in our study, it is fair
:o say that the Committee favors the principle of education.
However, we have not sufficiently developed our thinking to
itate what manner or at what time Assumption might want
to implement such a principle.

The August Senate ?
One year ago last spring the Fac
ulty Administration Senate was es
tablished. At that time the purpose
)f the F.A.S. was to deliberate
Ind make recommendations upon
natters concerning the life of the
tollege. Since it's birth, the F.A.S.
as been hindered by lack of supirt by the faculty members and
heduling difficulties.
Despite its problems some
langes can be credited to this or
ganization. The Senate has made
reat progress in the area of the

Senior Essay. Matters in regard to
the Essay are now left for each de
partment to decide. The Senate has
organized a Long Range Planning
Committee to examine the goals
of the college. The committee is
headed by Father Theodore Fortier, A. A. and met regularly all last
year.
The future of the Senate, how
ever, appears to be clouded. A suc
cessor to Dr. George Doyle of the
economics department who resign
ed his post as President last spring,
has yet to be named.

Affairs Program at the college, re
cently announced the revision of
the Foreign Affairs core. The re
vision is designed to stress the
internationally oriented aspects of
the program while still allowing
for specialty study.
Anthropology was substituted
for Principles of Sociology in the
F.A. core since the former is more
universally applicable. The nor
mal six credits of Geography are
required and six credits of "for
eign affairs" type history is now
required also. Nine credits in in
ternationally oriented Political Sci
ence (other than American Govern
ment) and nine in international
economics are required under the
new system. The language credit
requirements remain the same. The
core changes apply to all Foreign
Affairs majors, except for the sen
iors. All of these students are in
vited to work out their own elective
program. The change allows for
27 credits of electives. F.A. majors
may also now take a Math course
in place of the lab science require
ment.
Commenting on Assumptions
Foreign Affairs Program and the
new core changes, Dr. Doyle said,
"I equate Catholic education with
an internationally oriented educa
tion. It should concern itself with
the problems of the peoples of the
world.

RECEPTION AT CO-ED WEEKEND IS A HIT WITH AT LEAST ONE STUDENT

english consortium,
As a pilot program encouraging
co-operation among area colleges
in regard to curriculum offerings,
the chairmen of the English depart
ments of three area colleges —As
sumption, Holy Cross, and Clarkhave agreed to open a number of
courses in their respective schools
to undergraduate students of the
other colleges involved. The de
cision, the result of a series of week
ly meetings which began in Aug
ust, will be enacted for the second
semester.
The program, which hopefully
will expand to other area four and two-year colleges in the fu
ture, will enable participating stu
dents take advantage of an in
creased number of diversified sub
jects. Also, by eliminating costly
duplications of course offerings, it
will be possible to direct attention
to the acquisition of otherwiseunattainable specialists who would
be required to teach only one course,
rather than the usual Freshman
Composition - Advanced Course
combination. The pooling of re

sources will also be valuable for
the innovation of new programs —
programs such as Theatre Arts,
cheduled for theFallof'68—which
are unavailable at present.
To resolve difficulties of this pro
gram, a committee consisting of
28 members — four each from seven
different area institutions—has
been established. Having no models
to referto, this committee is present
ly considering such problems as
schedule and calendar conflicts,
as well as transportation, and li
brary privileges. The committee
meets regularly to discuss these
and other pressing issues.
Doctor Bernard Farragher, Chair
men of the English Department
at Assumption, considers the con
sortium not only a great advantage
for the students involved, but a
virtual necessity for the liberal arts
college. Granted smooth coopera
tion, Dr. Farragher believes that
the program, with its expanded
offerings and highly qualified teach
ers, "has success written all over
it."
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. . . have they given
up on the school ?
(Continued from
ligious (November 15), question
number one had requested "your
candid opinion" of coeducation at
Assumption. Close analysis reveal
ed that, of the 160 individuals
answering the question, 84 were
opposed. Of these, twenty said
that they had chosen to come to
Assumption because it wasn't co
ed. Thirteen felt it would be too
much of a distraction ("We can see
enough of the girls on weekends,"
said one student), while nine peo
ple simply felt Assumption was
not ready for it and didn't elabor
ate. Eight gave no reason at all,
and seven felt that school spirit
would suffer.
In all, even after summarizing
and combining, this writer counted
thirteen different, though generally
unsupported, objections to coedu
cation in this one poll. The assis
tant dean of students was notified
of this reaction prior to the coed
experiment, yet the first reporting
that weekend by the local press
claimed that the students sup
ported coeducation.
Another early indication of this
student opposition was the report
on our current status by the "Ex
ecutive Committee" of the S.G.A.
It stated, "Our direction must not
be outward toward coeducation and
an expanded curriculum, it must
be inward. We must solve the
present problems." Evidently, the
person(s) responsible for the early
reporting were not aware of this
either.

this lack of trust on the part of
the students has only added to the
confusion preventing any meaning
ful discussion of the issues at stake.
Whether or not one agrees with the
principle of coeducation is of little
Page One)
consequence.
women in the coed experiment and
In a very short time, as one report
nine members of the religious or
points out, girls from other schools
der.) Circulated at various times
in the area will be electing courses
for three days (December 9, 10,
at Assumption as cooperation in the
11) among some 475 persons, the
University of Worcester movement
petition was discounted by at least
becomes a reality. Likewise, As
one administrative source as being,
sumption students will havetheopfor various reasons, somewhat un
tion of electing courses in these
representative.
Nevertheless, for.
schools. They will thus be exposed
all its failings, the petition was the
to the feminine viewpoint to some
first effective notice to the admin
degree anyway.
istration that students were not
overwhelmingly in favor of coedu
Assumption's problem, then, is
cation. The result - a flurry of not one of principle. It is now ex
m e m o s a n d r e p o r t s t o s t u d e n t s periencing a small crisis, both aca
which should have been issued long d e m i c a l l y a n d p h y s i c a l l y . L a s t
ago.
spring it was decided that we must
These explained the philosophy expand to survive. But how? What
behind coeducation (which has long about the intellectual void on cam
since ceased to be the issue), the pus or our failing spirit? Can co
steps that had been taken in, and education help this situation? Can
the results of, the study thus far, it serve, as some speculate, to force
and answers to major objections the board of tmstees to take a closer
that had been voiced; and they look at the school's problems in
reminded the student body that no side the classroom and out? Will it
decision had as yet been made. One require the solution of those prob
of them, dated January 5, 1968, lems in the very near future? Is it
again asked for students to express the only, or even the best way to
their opinions and suggestions in meet the situation?
writing to the committee.
Just the discussion of these ques

Still, students are unconvinced.
For Father Fortin's article "Co
education at Assumption" leaves
little doubt of his influential opin
ion on the matter. Among other
things, it states:
A special committee. . .has just
been appointed to study in great
er detail the structure of some of
the better or more recent coedu
cational programs in other
schools.
The Committee will
The general impression on the
make recommendations as to the
part of the students after read
type of program best suited to the
ing the first story was that who
needs of Assumption, how and
ever was behind the coed move
when such a program might be
ment was not particularly con
implemented, and how the transi
cerned with what they (the stu
tion to coeducation might most
dents) had to say. As before, it
easily be effected. (Italics are my
was felt that the real decision
own.)
had been made long ago. There How is it that he fails to note the
was much "discussion of the is first reason for the committee s
sues" and, indeed, much more, formation that is stated in the Jan
though hardly latent, opposition uary 5th memo: "Our committee
was "flushed out," but the only is charged with exploring the ad
result was a petition opposing co vantages and disadvantages of co
education at Assumption "at the ed ucation at Assumption."? (Italics
present time" which bore 311 sig are my own.)
natures.
These and other discrepancies are
Actually, the number of students not calculated to win the confidence
signing the petition was 279 (Oth or the interest of the students, how
er signers included 23 of the 32 ever explainable they may be. And

tions would be of great value even
if we never adopted coeducation.
It could have been the issue which
would spark significant and lasting
changes in the whole climate here.
In all that has transpired until
now, a whole range of problems
has at last been vividly brought
to the attention of all, e.g. the lack
of effort on the part of the adminis
tration to inform us, the students;
contentment with half-truths; the
absolute power structure among the
top religious; the lack of positive
inquiry on the part of concerned
members of the community; and the
obvious lack of trust on the part
of both students and some adminis
trators.
If, and only if, the adoption of
coeducation can be seen as a posi
tive step towards eliminating such
problems and introducing, or rein
troducing, a true spirit of learning
on campus, then perhaps it is time
to make the change. Meanwhile,
the issue itself has given us a great
opportunity to unite for at least
one common objective in the hopes
of a more worthwhile community,
but we are no longer interested.
E. M.

SEX AND THE A.C. BOY

While faculty seminars, student
discussions, and newspaper col
umns ponder the feasibility of co
education at Assumption, one very
important factor is being overlook
ed. And that is the present stu
dent body. In most school news
papers it is cool and collegiate to
knock the faculty and administra
tion. Well, our students are not
above reproach either.
Why are the dorms at least half
full on most week-end evenings?
Why haven't local girls even seen
our campus? Why do we invite
girls from small Catholic girls col
leges from New Hampshire and
Connecticut to our mixers and avoid the local women? What are
our proud Greyhounds afraid of?
Go to a gym sock-hop and you'll
find out. There are four groups of
boys (frosh, sophs, juniors, and
seniors) on one side pointing and

giggling at the other side. That's
where the GIRLS are!
Why does half the school meet
at the Val before each encounter
with those femmes? Is it that tough
to face em? At least if you're
smashed, you've got an excuse for
getting shot down.

Go to a nefarious off-campus
party and note the A.C. partici
pants. They're the ones dressed
in the three-piece suits, sipping
Scotch, telling a coed about the
evils of modern morality. They're
also the ones eating their hearts
out while the slobs from the Cross
or WPI have a blast and take the
girls home. And if you think the
females are secretly heart-throbbing
over guys from the Big A, just call
up any of the local dorms at Me
morial, City, Becker, St. V's or a
coed from Worcester State. Tell
em you're having a big blowout

with Assumption men and see how
fast they rush over. I'm still wait
ing for some for a Halloween blast.
If the women were going to give
the world an enema, they'd start
with Assumption College.
Of course, Assumption students
were quoted in the papers as being
against coeducation in their hal
lowed halls. I saw three buddies
playing "tag" the other night be
tween A and B dorms. I'm not
kidding. And what would girls
think? That's why we must op
pose the entrance of the opposite
sex onto the domain of our camp
us—to protect our social rights.
As one alumnus, a priest, recent
ly stated: "Assumption has the
dubious distinction of being a col
lege where the faculty is more
liberal than the student body."
Men of Assumption, unite! You
have nothing to losebutyourhorns.
' D. N.

January, 19^

COFFEE HOUSE

A group of students has pro
posed that on completion of the
Chapel of the Holy Spirit, the
former chapel in the ground floor
of Alumni Hall be converted into
a coffee house similar to the
"Limbo" Coffee House operated
by Holy Cross.
Armand Mastraccio, a soph
omore, has been the most active
of those proposing the idea. Mr.
Mastraccio has been circulating
a petition among the students at
Assumption. He has obtained over
one hundred signatures thus far
and is hoping to obtain more be
fore submitting the petition to the
SGA.
The idea came about as the
result of a discussion among a
group of friends concerning the
need for a social outlet on campus.
It is hoped that if the proposal
gains the support of the SGA and
is then acceptable to the admin
istration, that the SGA would ap
point a committee to take charge
of the project.
The group hopes that the former
Chapel could be re-decorated in

a style to fit the activities whi
would take place there. The \
tivities would center around I
folk music and poetry type of
tertainment which is prevalent
most contemporary coffee hous
It is felt that there is a sufficii
amount of talent on campus
fulfill the needs of the coffee hof
for the first several months. A?
this the committee could sea?e
for other talent both within ar
outside the city of Worcester. 11
expenses of running the coffee hois
could be offset by the chargtc
of a small admission fee. Tsc
would make the project the on<
one self-sufficient under the cA
trol of the SGA.
s
Students would be able to pn
chase coffee and various types
soft and fruit drinks in the cof.)i
house. Those proposing the it
wish to emphasize that this vi
ture would not be in competiti^
with the campus snack bar. s
Any student interested in f 1
thering this project is urged1
contact Armand Mastraccio in rot 1
a
309 Desautels Hall.

COEDUCATION AND THE COMMITTEE
I think it was when the little
old lady came up to me when I
was downtown a few weeks ago.
Noticing the name on my school
jacket, and being a wise old lady,
she stopped me and giggled, "Are
all you boys ready for all those
girls next semester?"
Not sure of what she had in
mind I said "Huh?"
"You Assumption boys, are you
ready for the incoming girls?"
"What incoming girls?"
"The girls who'll be going to
school with you when you're co
ed next semester."
I patiently explained that she
was a little misinformed and left
her standing stunned and speech
less in front of City Hall. It was
then, as I was driving back to
school, that I decided that it was
time someone cleared the air.
Assumption College never has
been, is not now, and may never
be, a coeducational institution on
the day college level. Keep that
in mind, especially those three
words 'may never be.' Some have
been skulking around muttering
that the decision to go coed has al
ready been made behind the scenes.
Whatever happens between now
and the time that the decision is
made public is only show, mere
play acting. I must admit, I had
something like this feeling when
I first heard of the interest in co
education. But after working on
the Committee on Coeducation for
the past two months it has be
come apparent to me that no de
cision has been made at all. In
fact, the final recommendation
made by the Committee to the
Board of Trustees may well be the
deciding factor as to whether or
not Assumption College goes co
educational, coordinate, or main
tains the status quo.
Along with Mr. Moore, Mr. Brophy, and Mr. Letendre, the Com
mittee includes Mr. Frank Ryan
representing the Board of Trustees,
Dr. Marcia Savage, Assistant Dean
of Women at Clark, Dr. Robert
Ouellette representing the Alumni,
and myself representing the stu
dent body.
When the Committee was set up
in November by the Student Af
fairs Committee it was assigned
the following tasks. First, wewere
to examine the pros and cons ofco-

h.

education in general. Then, p: ;
ceeding to the specific case of
sumption, we were to try to (1
termine if coeducation would be I
good for this institution. If it won1*
be a good, if it would impro»c
the educational process and brig'
ten the intellectual atmosphe?1
then we were to determine wh'1
implementation would have to ta*1
place in order for the College^
,n
become coeducational.
Though the committee has lo?l
since agreed that it is in favor 'e;
coeducation, it may well find thr(Assumption is not the place for
For the past two months we've co*s
ducted interviews with administi5!'
tors of this college and other ins?
tutions; we've examined the ci
riculum changes that would j
necessitated if women were to
admitted; we've gone over pkj]
ning and the various facilities thj1]
would have to be built; we've m
ia
with students and teachers of'
ious coeducational schools; at^
we've studied the various forms
coeducation. Just recently the id
of a coordinate college received co
sideration.
In short, what we have been (
tempting to do is look at coeduc
tion in general and then to put A
sumption College within that pi
ture to see if it would fit and jo '
what we would have to do on tA
campus before the first group ]
women could be admitted. We'
in favor of coeducation but we'
also come in contact with the o
jections to it; we've seen mai
reasons why Assumption Collej
should go coed and we've also sei
and heard many arguments why
shouldn't. So far, hopefully, v
have examined the problem from;
sides. And we will continue to (
so.
Our final report is scheduled i
be drawn up within the next fe
weeks. It's not until March th
the Trustees make the final d
cision. No matter what you he
from reporters, students, or litt ^
old ladies, coeducation is still ;
open question until March. So b
tween now and then speak up ai
out, if you have anything to sa
You may provide us all with i:
sights that have escaped our vie'
So let's hear from you.
Jim McManus
Senator At Lai'

•g January, 1968
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the assumptionists,
have they a role in a
college community?

The Faculty Administration Sen
ate's Planning Committee has re
quested a definition, at l e a s t in
n, )art, of the educational apostolate
h )f the religious community here at
is Assumption. Father Ernest Fortin
n| attempts to satisfy this inquiry by
:ii discussing the apostolate as it was
llj when first conceived by Emmanuel
>nd'Alzon in the 1800's, and the val-

cate the establishing of Catholic
institutions throughout
France, and personally inspired the
foundation of two research insti
tutes, the Institute of Byzantine
Studies and the Institute of Augustinian Studies, both of which are
located in Paris and still staffed
by Assumptionists. He wanted to
bring Christian knowledge directly

times in which he lived. They cer
tainly do not affect the fundamen
tal validity of his insights or the
magnitude of his achievements. Per
haps his greatest single achieve
ment is to have realized the neces
sity for confrontation, for dialogue
with the modern world. He sensed
the need to deal with this problem
on the highest intellectual plane,

"IT FEELS GOOD TO >E APPRECIATED"

WHAT A MAN
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ON CLERICAL CELIBACY

"In a most solemn fashion,'
according to Bishop John J. Car
expostulation
reply
berry of Columbus, Ohio, Pope
Paul
has spoken on the topic ol
For those of you who have forgotten, the publication
The question was not long ago behind the world's intellectual adpriestly
chastity, referring to the
posed
to
me
as
to
whether
or
not
vances.
But
it
is
public
relations
that you are presently reading (hopefully) is the equivalent
recent encyclical on that mattei
I
thought
that
man's
intellectual
life
and
death
for
the
Catholic
of a college newspaper.
In addition it (the newspaper)
progress had outstripped his ethical Church to sponsor a set of ethical which amounted to a defense of
has served as whipping boy for those whose conception
progress.
principles that readily applies to, or the church's traditional stand ir
of Humor coincides remarkably with the charges that they
I had only to think of the tre- at least acknowledges, the intellec- the matter. Moreover, stated the
have frequently made against this publication, i.e., that mendous technological advances tual advances of the present-day Bishop, Vatican II has spoken very
the Provocateur has served as the sounding board for per made in the last century and of the secular world. Without this ethical clearly on the matter in the same
terrible wars that have followed preparedness the Church could pos- way and the Council of American
sonal views.
Bishops has reaffirmed its stand.
The reasons for our long absence from the scene are with these advances to come up sibly emerge as a useless carryover
"Despite all this, there is still
with an affirmative answer to that from the foolish past,
too involved to mention here and indeed who would want question. Man, it is estimated, has
unrest,' he said. "There is still
Vpt
r
to hear them when in fact they are as dated as some of more than doubled his body of rh77T I 7 r T ' 7 agitation and indications of rejec
tion of this most blessed prac
L
J
I
the news that we were often forced to print in order general knowledge since 1950" an
tice."
The bishop has therefore,
incredible
show
of
his
intellectual
*
77
"7
7
to make up for a lack of interest reflected in a large and
cl.a"Cal. C*ba'*
urged the priests of his diocese to '
advance. Yet he is no more a
adequate staff. But these in a sense are only reasons for
^ • i .,
,
sexual revolution in America and
"humbly and prayerfully, sincere-'
man, certainly, than he was in
-. *
» r
i qcta T..
elsewhere is to me a part of the
past inadequacies and not the constructive plans that the 1950.
His ethical progress-that
n » i
j
ly, willingly and joyfully accept,
,
,,
,
..
great intellectual advances man
college community is looking for.
which would make him all the £„
J
• n. i *
,
, , as final the encyclical of Pope„
,
, ,, .
has made in the last one hundred
The Provocateur will in the future seek to best serve more a man-has hardly3 been proPaul. Bishop Carberry said his,
.
,
.
x
r
years. True
to our analogy, secular
the e,llica|
statement "does not imply an un-j
have
the community in its function as the gatherer and dis po,t,o„»l („ h» progre,,
willingness to discuss the issue,"
seminator of pertinent news and as a forum for the publi f,ib"*lT. t
""F-i
«*• nL intel- but he added:
a
Can this conclusion be said
to i«„2 „• j i
. , ,
.
,
lectual development, but it is discation of reviews and essays pertinent to the community. . „
be analogous in the realm of re- oof,
,
f ., '
.
"May we, in a spirit of priestly r
It is necessary here to point out that the vibrancy of the ligion, and in this context, the tTZ 1 1 7
77 charity, put to rest further discus-^
ponsiveethical sion, for Peter has spoken. Celi-c
publication is a direct reflection of the condition of the en Catholic Church? Can it be said ^as been^
tire college community.
bacy has existed because it was the(
that the intellectual advances of 77 " 7 7 7
^,1
i i
r
^
, recent encyclical from the Vatican,
fi
prudent judgement of the succes*s
its ethicaTadvances?3' ^ ' "PP
^erdotalis Coelibatus, upheld the sors of Peter, that the reasons j
The functioning of each individual part of the com
u .j
...
Church s policy
on clerical celtl„
for it far outweighed the reasonst
ihe analogy holds-with one ,L „„
.. F ,3
, ,
• i
i-e *•
tu ..n
ibacy, which dates back to the
munity is necessary for the realization of any of the ideals
against it, and that in practice^
crucial qualification. The intellec- firchrst
,
.
.,
,
c
j
,
centunes of the Church. A
c .,
that have been presented to us as goals. As can be easily .tual* advances
celibacy was a blessing to thej(
oi the Church are
„i ^ c
r ,, , ,
seen, the malfunction of any facet of the structure can in the same as those of the secular 7,
'
^ church and the cause of Christ
BlshoPs has stafed their unanimous
. . .Let us consider the issue closed..
turn endanger other activities. The most obvious example world, since the Church is within
PPTal °f 3 state™ent ~nc«nWe will be better to direct our en-P
of such a turn of events can be seen in the recent action the framework of secularism. And
the Church's ethical codes, it would !"g the "ecess^ f P^stly eel- ergies, as the Holy Father has^
of the Student Senate.
seem, have lagged to the same de- ! ,y' Wlth°ut which priests would said, to study the value of virgin-^
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'7 ^ ity and chastity in the world to-.1
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caused by incorrect representation of the I.R.C.'s budget
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i, 8 ' 7 7 m o r e t b a n half of the diocesean
on the part of the President of the Student Government
priests. 17,000 priests in 52 dic7
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ceses across the nation were polled
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the choice
that had not been spent. Indeed the money had not been particular institution, are neces- regard to celibacy This study shows and of the 6,713 returns, 3,666^'
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spent since it was never allotted to the I.R.C. and was in sanly embarrassed by this gap be- that an effort is being made on
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other
major
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fact based on their budget request and.not on their allot tween ethical and intellectual pro- the part of many Catholic priests were reached about those whoA,
gressto reason with the sexual realities
ment. The section of the budget in question deals with
In order to remain a viable re- of the modern world, an effort voted affirmatively on the question ,
the 250.00 dollars requested by the I.R.C. for a conference ligious organism, the Church must which is continually frustrated by of optional celibacy. Assistant pas-^'
at Sarah Lawrence College earlier this year. The Senate have an ethos that remains the cen- Church officials. And unfortunate- tors lead the support for change,|J
in fact allotted $158.75 for this conference, all of which ter of the secular world's behav- ly these are the policy-making in- regardless of the size of the dio- °
cese polled. It is also true that
was used at this conference. In addition the vote on the ioral patterns, and with these, its dividuals.
intellectual advances. The Church
If the Church were to admit the the smaller the diocese, the morqe
motion reducing the I.R.C. allotment ended in a tie vote
must have an ethical code that is presense of sex with regard to its favorable the attitude of its priests^
of seven to seven at which point the President broke the broad enough, flexible enough, sen- own religious and if it were to toward optional celibacy. Through^
deadlock by casting his vote for the motion and thereby sitive enough to apply to all hu- crash its musty and perverted tra- the survey it was also realized
reducing the allotment by a vote of eight to seven.
man intellectual advances and ditions with regard to celibacy, that in spite of the Pope's recent,
encyclical on the matter, Sacer-ps
Such action, misguided as it was, should immediately world situations. Normal secular it could go a long way inestablishdotalis
Coelibatus, celibacy is not j
be reversed and the money restored to the International morality and ethical codes-those ing itself as a real and modem a c l o s e d i s s u e . I n f a c t , r e p l i e s
separate from the Church as an ( ethical presence,
Relations Club. In addition more careful attention should
favorable to optional celibacy have
institution—do lag understandably
(] Ireland
increased by "substantial propor-^
be paid towards assuring more orderly and accurate meth
George Rothen gave the Internal tions" since the publication of the .
ods of procedure vital to the efforts of the Student Sen
It is also true that'
Affairs report on the investigation document.
ate.
into Zipp s and the campus book those who are in favor of option-0
A tool is only as good as the store. Much work had been done al celibacy will be willing to sup-^
hand that guides it. The SGA is to compare Zipp's facilities and port "episcopal invitations to re- ,
such a tool and it is a sorry state prices with similar organizations solve this problem for the United.
f°c
of
affairs if its masters are unin on other campuses. The first in States."
MEMBER
formed or uninterested. Thus, it dications seems to show Zipp's
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proceedings of the last meeting of er colleges, but the committee is the usual $1, the SGA would b(
this semester to those who never had waiting for final figures before mak left with a $191 bill (figured oi
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Edward L. Bertorelli, '69
a
chance to see what their SGA is ing a decision on the matter. The 40 students to the bus). Dick
EXECUTIVE and NEWS EDITOR
Edward Mirek, '69
all about.
Academic Affairs' committee head McManus suggested $3. After 2(1
Managing Editor
David E. Fredette', '69
The last meeting was held on ed by Bruce Fiske stated that it minutes of discussion, the com
Arts Editor
Thomas J. Walsh, '69
January 4th and began at 9 p.m. was working with Fr. Donat to in promise solution of $2 was passed.
Lay-Out Editor
Robert McGarry '69
First, the progress reports were troduce a music course for Assump
Sports Editor
p. Edmund Trayers, '69 given by the standing committees. tion students next semester at Anna However, only the first 40 students
Business Manager
W. Garrett McDaniel, '69 The Finance Committee headed by Maria. The committee was also who signed up would be able to
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Paul DuKor, '69 Dick McManus suggested that the beginning work on a rating report take advantage of the cheap fare.
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Ted Kepple, '71 usual $140 allotted to theCCD and of professors. Finally, Bill Shus- As for new business, Mike Sullivan
brought up the old problem of the
StaffJohn Oliager, Michael Moran, Tom Mary- $90 allotted to the IRC be taken towski asked if the committee
ice machine on campus. The Presi
eski, James McManus, Walter Wondolowski, Dan
back into the meager SGA treasury. would investigate the graduate dent stated that since it looked like
Noonan, Dennis Gallagher, Ronnie Biron, R. Trem- After much discussion especially on school requirements of Assump
Mr. Rudio had not purchased one;
bley, Sam Stolgitis, Michael Joplin, Paul Konetzny, the latter proposal, the senators tion.
yet, he would write to different|
Bill Preston, Tom Wright, Bill Cranahan, Ted Kepple.
voted on the motions and both were
Much time was spent discussing companies to find out the prices forj
Student Advisor
Edward P. Pepka, '68 passed. (The IRC motion needed the the price that students should pay a machine. The meeting adjourned!
Faculty Advisor.
Dr. .Michael D. True President's vote in order to break for the bus to the St. Mike's game. at 10:30 p.m.
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the 7-7 tie among the senators). The total cost for the bus would be
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WHERE DO WE GO
FROM HERE?

PROVOCATEUR
early to tell whether or not they are
interested, but when they can
not even follow the basic norms
of any organized group and hold
a formal meeting, they have no
right to judge. (At least the S.G.A.
is no longer the "Circus" on cam
pus).
In the months ahead, many de
cisions that have been labelled
"Important" will be made. The
task of effectively analyzing these
decisions will be left to the stu
dent. We will be forced to regard
visiting hours for women and drink
ing policies as only secondarymatters. We will have to lead others
in the pursuit of defining their
goals. More important, we will
have to force a re-evaluation of
several pending decisions. The fu
ture of the student can no longer
be our primary goal: we must de
fend the future of the institution.
To ignore this need, to neglect this
responsibility, is to allow the pres
ent momentum to continue and
OURS IS THE ROAD TO MEDI
OCRITY.
Charles J. Murphy
Student Government President

We're going to increase our en
rollment to 2500 by 1982. We're
going to build eight new buildings
in the next ten years. We're open
ing our doors to women and mak
ing Assumption a "well-rounded
institution." "The Fifth Dimen
sion" seem to have left us their
fight song, "Up, up and away."
• The only question in need of an
answer is this: WHERE ARE WE
GOING?
Some people say this is an aca
demic question; others say it's
none of our business, we're only
students (strange the faculty is
asking the same question). Thank
God there are a few souls who
still believe honesty is a virtue.
To them the answer is obvious
and they admit it:
NOBODY
KNOWS!
There are many elementary ques
tions (which in most institutions
are the root of all progress) con
cerned with the educational phil
osophy of the college. For Assump
tion College, philosophy has been
such an integral part of the core
for so long that its importance in
LIBERTY, TRADITIONS,
this matter has been grossly un
AND THE DRAFT
derrated. Perhaps, then, we should
With the war in Vietnam weigh
look even behind the philosophy
for a moment. What are the ob ing so heavily upon the minds of
jectives of the college? Read the nearly everybody and its effects
catalogue and you will still ask permeating nearly every aspect of
the question. What does Assump contemporary society, we run the
tion have to offer? Most basically, danger of distorting our view of
is there a future for Assumption an "American Institution" which,
in istelf, is of far more question
College?
able
character than the war. That
To debate the need for a liberal
is,
of
course, the draft. In referring
arts college would be academic.
to it with the term "institution,"
The fact is that every thriving lib
perhaps we give the word a more
eral arts college in New England i
advanced state of pregnency than
has something unique to offer. For
its context might first indicate. The
our purposes here, let us be con
draft is, in fact, probably the most
cerned only with the Worcester alarming element of authoritarian
area. Clark has its Guidance; Holy statism present in that eclectic, of
Cross has History and Sociology; ten contradictory, conglomoration
Tech its Science. As a freshman, which we refer to today as the Fed
in 1964, I could boast that we of eral Government.
Assumption were in the top ten
Implicit in the acceptance of the
nationally in Foreign Affairs. To right of the goverment to compel
day this is not the case: we have military service on the part of the
lost considerable ground.
individual is the central collectivist
Talk is high about the intercity principle that the value of the in
cooperation of the various Worces dividual is relative to and subject
ter colleges. If this is to be the to the welfare of the state. In this
future (and certainly it would ben light, it is relatively easy to under
efit the students) what will As stand the support of many of today's
sumption have to offer? A few statist liberals for the selective
semesters ago, Assumption added service system, but that it should be
Psychology to its majors and we supported by many conservatives,
placed our emphasis there. Now who otherwise claim to be propo
we are looking to Music and Art nents of freedom, is absolutely ludi
crous.
as focal points of co-education.
In a free society, a draft is not
Both of these are offered at length
necessary, because in times of im
at Anna Maria. If we continue
mediate threat to that freedom, vol
to grope in the dark for new fields, unteers will generally provide the
we will have little of note but a manpower needed to defend it.
lot of nothing.
What the system of a volunteer mil
When the newspapers recently itary eliminates is the ability of a
took hold of our plans for co-edu government to wage wars for pur
cation, we were quickly labelled poses beyond those of defense.
"an Anna Maria for men." Is this
Assuming then that the Vietnam
our fate? (It is by no means our
War is, in principle, a just war,
claim to greatness)! Is co-educa why is it necessary to draft men to
tion the key to a new and greater fight it. There are two elements
future or simply an easy road to to the common answer. The first
conformity?
Who is to judge? is ostensibly economic. That is the
claim that a volunteer military
WE ARE.
As the students of today, we would cost too much. This might
must pay the price if ours is to be prompt us to ask what price a gov
come a second-rate college. As the ernment which spends countless
defending
freedom in
Alumni of tomorrow, we will foot billions
Southeast Asia places upon the
the bill for whatever is decided. In
freedom of its own citizens. Now
deed, it should not be necessary for
extend this reasoning to its logical
any student body to look so alarm
conclusion. What if every posi
ingly at its college, but the fate is
tion in the federal burocracy were
ours. The "Administration" has filled through selective service in
put the cart before the horse: they order to save money? Unthink
are making decisions first and ra able? Certainly not, once we have
tionalizing after. The faculty is relegated the most vital function
probably the only "9 to 5" teach of government to this level. The
ing staff in the country. It is too idea that for the sake of saving a
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few dollars the state can assume
the right to use the lives of its citi
zens for its own purposes is mon
strous.

The second element of the com
mon answer is that even a wellpaid volunteer military will not fill
the demands of the Vietnamese
war. This is true - because our
so-called leaders have not chosen
to make this a case'of defense of
freedom, but merely a military ac
tion in one place with no readjust
ment of policy elsewhere. I have
stated that a just war for the de
fense of the freedom of the United
States will bring sufficient volun
teers to fill the need. Rut for this
supply to come forth, the war must
be understood as a just war against
a real enemy. This can be done
only if the enemy to American
freedom is understood to be what
it is - international Communism.
As long as we talk about building
bridges to Communism in Eastern
Europe, then our talk of a crusade
against Communism in Southeast
Asia falls upon deaf ears. If Brezh
nev and Kosygin are our brothers,
then Ho Chi Minh alone is our
enemy in Vietnam and the thought
that Ho Chi Minh alone represents
a serious threat to American free
dom is ridiculous.
The American commitment to
the freedom of Southeast Asia is a
moral one. To win we must re
store the support of the American
people and this will require a moral
rearmament - a reorientation to the
principles of freedom based on a
consistent policy in defense of free
dom abroad and protection of free
dom at home. But there can be no
talk of protecting freedom at home
when men can be compelled to give
their lives for goals purposely kept
mysterious to them. Nor can there
be talk of defending freedom abroad
while compromising with the same
tyranny in another part of the globe.
Nor can there be talk of a moral
rearmament of the American people
until they are given moral leader
ship at the top. It will be when
this leadership comes that the vic
tory in Vietnam will come. To pull
out now would be disastrous. To
t remain until we can face up to the
task of electing leaders dedicated
to the task of combatting the Com
munist threat is our tragic neces
sity. The Vietnam War has grown
out of a situation created by the
same eclectic policy which has cre
ated the bloody stalemates of the
I war today.
It is thus that we hope that next
November Americans will rise to
the need of declaring themselves
bound to the defense of freedom
against Communism through vic
tory over Communist aggression.
One fact, however, is painfully ob
vious. If Lyndon Johnson is re
turned to office, we might as well
pull out of Vietnam entirely. But
of course we won't. We will fight
there, senselessly for twenty years
or more and whatever paltry crumbs
of victory we secure from the war
will be lost in the peace. Who else
would there be to blame but our
selves - a society weened on the
empty promises of collectivism
which utterly refused to learn its
lesson from history.
Bruce Fiske

THE MISCONCEPTION
Somewhere, the thought that
people in the peace movement have
turned their backs on our troops
in Vietnam has become generally
accepted on this campus. The lack
of information is unfortunate. It
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is a safe way to keep from examin
ing a different viewpoint. Do the
people who support the war really
believe that they are the only ones
with friends, brothers, or even fa
thers over there? I would answer
"No." Yes, we have friends and
relatives in Vietnam fighting also.
The Difference.
We feel that this war has proved
itself to be a mistake. (There is
even talk of "saving face" in Wash
ington.) Do you "save face" with
the loss of 15,000 more American
men? We say "No." Do those who
cry righteousness and hope to bomb
North Vietnam into a parking lot,
do those who cry "Escalation,"
support our men or a government
regime that has only split the peo
ple it is supposed to serve?" Yes,
(at the risk of smashing a few wellconstructed glass menageries) we
do support our friends and all of
the American soldiers fighting in
Vietnam. But we are not egging
them on to a futile death, wedon't
cry "Invade the North" from our
soft vantage point in the States.
We ask that this deadlocked situa
tion be negotiated and the men be
brought home.
Our Stand.
We stand against this govern
ment "playing politics" and "sav
ing face" with our soldiers' lives.
We stand for bringing our men
home ALIVE.
— Brian V. Lillis,
Student Anti-War Com
mittee Chairman

Speaking as one member of the
Student Anti-War C o m m i t t e e , I
would like to clarify a misconcep
tion which has arisen recently.
After our demonstration in the
presence of the U.S. Army recruiters
and the subsequent press coverage,
I heard a rather disconcerting re
mark to the effect that we "got
what we wanted - publicity." The
intimation seemed to be that we are
a bunch of pseudo glory hunters
interested only in getting our names
and pictures in the local papers.
I think it should be made clear
that no one in any way connected
with the Committee contacted the
Worcester papers. It has come to
my attention that the press people
follow the recruiters from campus
to campus looking for developments
of a newsworthy nature.
The question may arise: Why do
we give statements to the press?
Anyone who is familiar with press
tactics know what the result of a
refusal on our part contrasted to the
willing statements of the recruiters
would be.
I have written this to dispel the
misconception mentioned above
and in conclusion I would like to
thank the more objective members
of our student body for their openmindedness, and I hope they will
continue with this attitude. I will
be glad to answer any questions
which may arise now or in the fu
ture regarding our Committee's
functions and objectives.
William J. Wojciechowski

The Greater Question
As can easily be guessed by the most superficial obser
vation, the current issue embroiling the college community
is that of co-education, whether it is thought of as contem
plated, in the works, or already fact. In addition the
response of the college community has revealed ideas, opin
ions and prejudices that point out far more fundamental
problems that affect the college, problems that seem almost
cyclical in nature and therefore never ending. The current
upheaval concerning co-education has served to bring these
problems into prominence for those whose view of involve
ment with the community has so far been limited to aca
demic questions such as, "What is my mark going to be"
or "How would this prof write this paper?" Thus because
of its universal relation to the community co-education
assumes a position of greater importance.
The college community was presented this semester with
a probing and disarming dilema when asked the question
"Co-education?" Now admittedly the question was often
asked in the form of whispered rumors and conjecture that
besides revealing the pettiness of the community made ap
parent the fundamental failure of communication that has
plagued this same community. Yet more basically the re
action to the co-education question has revealed a certain
self-deprivation that forces us to reject the new and to con
tinue to half-heartedly examine the old. This comforting
and in a sense self-protective force can be seen in almost
every sector of the community and has manifested itself
especially in the petty, provincial, and selfish attitudes
that have characterized the objections raised to co-educa
tion so far. We have heard that women will distract the
normal student, and annoy the studious student. The
presence of women will bring about a return to the cur
few system. But never have we heard among these com
plaints the question of the pursuit of excellence and also
the question of the necessity of evolution of the community
based on constant examination of present systems using as
a criterion the afore-mentioned excellence.
The ideal of co-education cannot therefore be critized
validly from any of the positions that the community has
been presented with so far. Rather this ideal must be
compared with the necessary striving toward excellence.
And if the co-educational system is examined in this
light, it will become evident that co-education as a striv
ing toward excellence is a valid goal for us all.
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BLACK POWER

Old ojj uki

Neatly dressed in black suit, and "Equal Opportunity" employ
black vest, and black tie, Floyd ment? However, for the two AMcKissick began to speak, deliver mericans, black and white, there
ing his energetic speech at rapid exist two different dialogs, and the
pace. Appropriately, the chairman defensive falls to the black.
of CORE attacked what he called
The speaker peppered his
the Church-operatedness of some lengthy speech with anecdotes, un
colleges. He was speaking at Ken derstandably sardonic, of his exper
dall Hall, Holy Cross College, on ience in the Civil Rights Movement,
Tuesday, October 17; there were and more recently in the Black Pow
few empty seats in the mostly- er Movement. People are afraid of
white audience. The Cross and the language of Black Power, he
Scroll Society were sponsoring the stated, and proceeded to outline
lecture on Black Power.
Whitey's mentality: first, heknows
Terms were defined immediately. he's white; second, he knows he's
The word "negro" holds a slave got power; third, the Golden Rule
connotation, and is to be substitu says that others will do to you what
ted by the word "black." White you have done unto them-so "what
people have misinterpreted the as the hell those niggers gonna do if
pirations of blacks, he pointed out, they get that power?" What do
especially the Press, whom he ac these blacks want?
cused of "selling out" to integraThis attitude, McKissick went
tionists and purveyors of non-vio on, is a sickening thing to a Negro,
lence, while defaming the image of because it implies a racist con
advocates of violance. In this coun s c i o u s n e s s i n W h i t e A m e r i c a .
try the racial problem has been left Whites think that the black man's
undefined, he continued. Whites wants are different from their own,
are telling blacks to accept solutions and that blacks do not deserve hu
like integration, exodus to Africa, man rights. So Whitey starts look-

ing for a compromise, for a sell
out. The chairman of CORE then
launched into an appraisal of the
Civil Rights Movement as a non
violent force: the more they march,
the more they get beat. "We de
cided to quit singing," he said,
himself a victim of "non-violent
demonstrations" when whites with
two-by fours forgot that blacks have
corpuscles. Turn the other cheek?
"A man aint got but two cheeks."
So the blacks picked up the twoby-fours.
Mr. McKissick gave a rudimen
tary description of the Black Pow
er program at present. In general,
he insisted that the blacks will de
termine for themselves how, when,
and what they want. Among the
facets of this program, primary
importance was attached to politi
cal power. According to McKis
sick, half a million people at pres
ent have "no representation in Con
gress," referring to Adam Clayton
Powell. "Do you think that's
right?" His sharp interrogation
was really intended as no rhetori
cal question, for he repeated his
question until nervous laughter and
scattered amens punctured the au
ditorium. "We stand in a danger
limit each class to ten students.
ous position," he announced. Char
The formal faculty report de- ges of immorality against Powell
scribes the seminars as "explor
ought to be compared with the rela
ations in diverse i n t e l l e c t u a l
tive silence of the Press about
areas." In stating reasons for in
white representatives with less ex
stituting the seminars the report
emplary careers. After 22 years
said: "In these seminars the bene
fits of individual instruction may of installment-plan labor, the
be realized; independent and an blacks finally managed to get one
alytical thinking will be encourag of their own in Congress. McKis
ed; new educational experiences sick called Powell the black man's
both in areas of study and in type "greatest symbol" since slavery.
of study will be made available Another example of the castration
to incoming freshmen; the impor of black citizens' rights was the
tance of intensive study as oppos revocation of Muhammed Ali's box
ed to extensive survey will be em ing title, equivalent to the revocaphasized."
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 3)

Student power realized
Medford, Mass.-(I.P.)-Freshmen
at Tufts this year will have a
choice between seminar courses
taught by students and seminar
courses taught by faculty members.
The students maintain that fresh
men learn more when the class
leader is "asking with them, not
telling to them." The faculty stres
ses the hope "that the opportunity
for social contact in an intellectual
context between faculty members
and freshmen will give freshmen
an insight into the lively practice
of intellectual endeavor and dis
covery."
The friendly student-faculty
rivalry is the result of separate
efforts by student members of the
Experimental College Board and
faculty members of the Committee
on Curriculum to provide alter
natives to the usual lecture and
laboratory courses now offered
freshmen. Students have long main
tained that such courses are too
impersonal. The seminars will be
small group discussions on select
ed topics.

This year a new publication,
with vestiges of last year's literary
attempt, the Phoenix, is in the
process of producing a first issue.
Phoenix: Magazine of the Crea
tive Arts promises to be as polish
ed and extensive as its title al
lows one to conjecture.
The Phoenix last year was a
publication whose outcome border
ed on disaster, for it fell into a
common trap~the unchecked pub
lication was expressive but lack
ed polish, originality, and breadth
due partially to a number of minor
oversights, no editing in the true
sense of the term, no rewrites,
and no editor-writer communica
tion. Above all, the greatest sin
of last year's group was that they
failed to represent the student body
with responsibility by not requir
ing the highest possible quality.
To substantiate this point, Karl
Shapiro in a speech given at a
Library of Congress Forum "Lit
erary Publications Today," had this
to day:
"A work in the literary mag
azine has only two destin
ations: the book or oblivion.
And while the magazine it
self is expendable, the book,
no matter how bad, is not
. . .The literary magazine
therefore has the special re
sponsibility of printing
things which will deserve
to become a book."
This is not the case with the
proposed literary magazine t h i s
year. The new staff, headed by
Paul Trayers, has not limited them
selves to any particular facet of
the creative arts as it would seem
previous editors had done. Rather,
they ambitiously claim to be open
to all art forms from photography
to poetry. They welcome all who

are so inclined to contribute al
though they do reserve priority
to Assumption students. To use
the words of Brain Lillis, poetry
editor, the staff wishes to "inte
grate this thing as part of the
campus." Lillis went on to poinl
out that this year the staff is com
prised of all the classes excepl
the senior class. In previous ef
forts, the staff has been mannec
only by seniors, making the mag
azine a one-sided, one-shot deal.

When asked how he planned t(
handle the selection of material
Lillis stated that, "This time th<
magazine will be edited." Then
will be another new practice in
sitiuted this year, that of return
ing all unsatisfactory copy to it!
author with appropriate comment!
from the editors. This will accom
plish two things: create a strong
rapport between student and editor,
and help students improve theii
writing techniques.

Like the other two publications
on campus, Phoenix: Magazine ol
the Creative Arts is self-support
ing. The financial end of this show
is the farthest thing from the minds
of individual editors. It is left it
the hands of their business man
ager. The new Phoenix staff is
without another large headache,
editor-in-chief. There is no high
command, save the man with the
money, which allows this publica
tion to adopt more easily its new
approach - that of a magazine
of commercial variety. Each editor
will be solely responsible for a
section, not a certain number of
stories, etc. In this way there is
a definite reward for creating the
largest and best written section.
If this year's group of energetic
literary upstarts can manifest theii
claim, the Phoenix: Magazine ol
the Creative Arts will definiteh
be an outstanding publication.

Andy Warhol - Fun To Look At?

With the start of another school
year, the touring lecturers have be
gun their college circuit, and among
this year's college-hopping speak
ers is Andy Warhol, the controver
sial thirty-seven year old, bleachhaired, avantgarde movie director.
The "Cross," listed as one of
S t u d e n t Experimental College
Mr.
Warhol's lily-pad stops, and
Board members who proposed the
seminars said they are intended to the afternoon of October 12th found
develop a questioning attitude in me in Kimball Hall, smoking a cig
freshmen. They are not to teach arette on the sly while patiently
a set of facts or a particular piece awaiting the arrival of Mr. War
of knowledge, but how to go about hol. Two cigarettes later and no
acquiring any desired knowledge. longer quite so patient, I turned
The classes will meet twice a in my seat to see Andy walk in the
week with one or two upperclass rear of the theater with Patrick
leaders; note taking will not be Floss, his Orphan Annie-haired
discouraged, and each freshman assistant, and Niko, the female
will be required to keep a journal lead singer of the "Velvet Under
for entries at the end of each dis ground," and several other unicussion.
dentifiables, Andy and his gang
The students, in proposing their
were quite content to remain in
seminars, described the freshman
the rear of the theater during the
year as a "dismal and drugerytwenty-five minute preview of his
filled experience." They opted for
new twenty-five hour movie, "Four
student-led seminars because
Star."
"freshmen will open up more with
another student than with a pro
Rather than relate the subject of
fessor. They still have their pre
the movie, I will briefly describe
vious conception of a professor as
the movie's substance (my rea
an infallible source of knowledge,"
sons for this will soonbeapparent.)
and "the leader is exploring the
What section of the film we saw
topics with the students and there
was of little consequence. Niko's
fore make better progress because
face
appeared through the entire
he is asking with them not telling
twenty-five
minutes, acting as a
to them."
scrim
through
which were seen
The faculty, in proposing their
seminars, will begin this Septem scenes of a room of young adults
ber to include a considerably wider in various dress, occupied with
variety of courses. The faculty will laughing, standing, sitting, crawl

WARHOL, NICO AND THE "VELVET UNDERGROUND"

ing, and in general, undirected motion. Very often the film skipped
frames in a set sequence of motion
yielding a very bizarre and novel
effect. This intentional skipping
of frames was accompanied by a
simultaneous "bizzip" inthesound
track, that took some getting ac
customed to. Aside from this "biz
zip," the sound track consisted of
the voice of Niko in song and the
garbled conversation of those who
appeared in the film.
When the film flip-flapped,
as all
films do upon completion, Andy,
Niko, and Patrick Floss paraded to
the stage for a question-answer per
iod. The questioning started with
the obvious, "What was it about?"
Pat fielded the question and threw
back the answer with a grin, "A-

bout twenty-five minutes." A burst
of laughter erupted, everyone was
obviously amused with his wit, but
at the same time annoyed with the
apparent evasiveness of the answer.
As the question-answer period pro
gressed, I realized that Pat had not
evaded the first question at all but
had answered it most directly.
"Four Star" is not concerned with
plot, thought, or ideas; rather as
Andy so simply put it, "It is some
thing nice to look at." It contains
no subject, or better, we might say
its subject is its surface reality. In
tellectually it is dietry; Mr. Warhol
is attempting to feed the senses, to
create a "sense high," playing up
on the basic delight our senses have
in their own activity. Therefore,
"Four Star" is concerned with the
external and not the internal char

acteristics of art (this may warrant
its classification as anti-art). This
form of "spectacle movie" brings
to mind Aldous Huxley's "Feelies"
described in his book Brave Nev
World. And Mr. Warhol may well
be the agent to fabricate wha
Huxley prophesized.
Despite Andy's statement, "M\
movie is very simple, it is abou
nothing, it's just nice to look at,'
the question was repeatedly asked
"What was it about?" I couldn'
help wondering how many of thi
same people, when pinning a Plaj
Boy fold-out to theirbulletin board 1
ask themselves, "What is this
bout?"
When asked what hi;
thought of the "banana," Andy re j
plied, " I like mine ripe." Andyij
not pulling a "banana" on anyone j
he had made a very clear and con <
cise statement about his movieanu
the audience refused to accept it <
And to refuse to accept Andy's state;
ment is to prevent oneself from ui i
derstanding the attitude of the film (
The movie's very nothingness (antit
art) appears to reflect an attitude
towards life—Life is about nothing
Don't frustrate yourself searching!
for a meaning that isn't there. Sis
back and enjoy life, it's full of nice
things to look at.
s
Andy Warhol's "The Chelsff
Girls" is now playing at the Eir
quire Cinema on Massachusetjl
Ave. Between Harvard and Centdp
Squares in Boston.
t:
Tom Maryeski
ii
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why i liked them

WAR
GAME"

or
EVEN GORE CAN BE TRITE
One of the coldest looks I ever
received was on the day I told the
good Father that I found the fourday telecast coverage of the Ken
nedy assassination "all rather bor
ing." His glance was of steel that
showed no signs of melting, and
by then it had seemed too late to
explain that, yes of course I thought
he was a great man, and a good
president, who had served his coun
try well. But was this any reason
to glue myself for four days to a
television set, my vision blinded by
tears, immersed in sorrow over a
man I had never personally known?
Was this any reason for stonefaced commuters to break sudden
ly with their time-hallowed habit
of never deigning to acknowledge
each other's existence, and actual
ly go so far as to communicate
with each other, and utter such
profundities as "Isn't it terrible?"
and "What is this world coming
I felt much the same way to
ward "The War Game" on com
ing out of the Paris Cinema, but
this time I decided to keep my
true feelings a secret for the time
being and save my new "faux
pas" for a later date, after I had
thought the matter over sufficient
ly. But my feelings about it have
not changed in the least with the
passage of time.

COLLEGE

and
THE CITY

There is a growing awareness
that the university can no longer
stand content to produce students
unaware of their social responsi
bilities. Some students have at
tempted to bridge the gap between
study and a world of change. Even
these few serve as an indication
of the unlimited resources from
which the university, as the impetus
to creative social action, may draw.
A group has been formed to ex
plore the possibilities of working
together on issues concerning the
university and the city. Students
and faculty from Anna Maria, As
sumption, Clark, Holy Cross, Wor
cester State, and Worcester Tech
have come together twice to share
a common goal, in hopes of trans
lating that goal into cooperative
community action.
The format of the two meetings
(December 1st and 8th) was simi
lar. After expressing the need to
encourage students to involve them
selves in local youth centers and
neighborhood projects, the general
group divided into smaller sections
in order to discuss more at length
either the social problems in Wor
cester or the problems of the re
spective institutions. The major
areas under discussion were cur
riculum ch a ng es, administration
control, the college newspaper, and
the relationship between the uni
versity and the city.
The six institutions, from Anna
Maria to Clark, seemed to repre
sent different stages along the path
of greater academic freedom and
student involvement. The coopera
tion reflected in the sharingofcom
mon problems and suggestions to al
leviate those problems is an im
portant step toward a long-delayed
time of mutual cooperation in an
inter-collegiate context.

For jingoists (who, ironically,
will probably avoid it like the
plague), this is a must-see movie,
but for a natural pacifist like my
self, what a waste of time. What
first struck me as necessarily blunt
and brutal soon became unneces
sarily tedious and repetitive (the
film is half again as long as it
should be). Nor did I approve of
some of the quotes which were
taken out of context.
Nor did
I appreciate having the blame for
all this tragedy being thrown into
my face.
One of my friends, on coming
out of the theater, made it obvi
ous that he was shocked and deep
ly disturbed by the movie. But I
can honestly say that the same
was not true for myself.
There were, of course, a few
new insights (the concept of melt
ing eyeballs had never occurred to
me before), but the basic premise
of the movie was really not such a
novelty. Injustice has been around
for a long time. Who knows when
was the first rape, the first murder,
the first mass murder-war? Man has
always been at odds with his fellow
man. Is it so extraordinary that
man should eventually carry out
these tendencies to their logical
conclusion, namely, the total ex
termination of his own kind? What
could be more natural? There will,
of course, be those who will fool
ishly insist that La Guerre de Troie
N'Aura Pas Lieu, but history does
not bear them out. Who really
believes the Beatles when they tell
us "it's getting better all the time''?
For cats and dogs this may be
true (their diet is more varied than
ever), but who would dream of
trying to tell this to a young sol
dier in Vietnam as he munches on
his rations? No, it's not getting
better; let's not kid ourselves.
But what good is sitting around
waiting for the end to come (which
is how one feels while s i t t i n g
through the War Game), what good
is that going to do us? No more,
certainly, than sitting around the
T.V. room a few years ago, wait
ing for Kennedy to be buried, did
us. What should we do?
". . .let us try, before we die
To make some sense of life...
We'll do the best we know...
We'll build our house
And chop our wood
And make our garden grow."
•••I am thinking especially of the
low-blow to the Ecumenical Coun
cil. Anyone who has read Docu
ments of Vatican II knows that
the Church's attitude toward mod
ern warfare is a sane one. Fur
thermore, the strategic placing of
quotes such as these within the
context of the film is yet another
indictation that the film plays pri
marily upon the viewer's emotions
rather than his intellect.
—Tom Walsh

Skin Diving Course
Jan. 30th 6 p.m.
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Because this second issue of the first act was too long, the third was
newspaper has been so slow in com too short, and the conspicuous ab
ing out, I have decided to put in sence of rock-and-roll ( which is
an extra two cents worth this time nothing if not Negro) was unfor
around. I shall write about what tunate.
strike me as two of the most impor
But one need only compare "The
tant events on campus thus far this Believers" with that sorry excuse
semester, namely thedramaticpres for a musical known as "Hallelu
entation of "The Believers" and jah, Baby!" to see the difference
the publication of "The Bluff." between a genuine musical drama
In doing so, I hope to destroy and a commercial hodge-podge of
whatever reputation I may have assorted inanities, insipidities, and
gained last year by my little arti cliches.
cles on theater as a person incap
It is a pity that "The Believers,"
able of being pleased.
which has so much more to offer,
Speaking of last year, I am now will probably fail on Broadway.
finally willing to concede that since There was nothing commercial amy purpose in writing the column bout "The Believers." Voices, Inc.
was to stir up an interest in drama were out for neither fame nor for
among the student body, panning tune (I believe each member of the
everything I saw was hardly the cast made about $10 profit). They
best means of achieving my goal. were on stage because they be
Nevertheless, I still remain firmly lieved, because they believed in
convinced that Broadway today is themselves as artists and as per
more gutter than street and that the sons, and because they believed in
person who is genuinely interested what they were trying to communi
in serious drama had better look cate to their audience. This wasfor
elsewhere for satisfaction.
me the whole magic of the show.
One of the best places to look is Their powerful, fervent voices inoff-Broadway (the further off, the terweaved wondrously through mel
better), and the Student Drama ody after melody in beautiful con
Committee of Assumption College trapuntal harmony. Their voices
should be proud and honored to sang forth and their faces shone
have presented what is surely one forth with a rightful pride both in
of the best of the recent dramatic their heritage and in themselves as
offerings. Not that "The Believers" human beings. This is why I liked
was perfect. Far from it. The book "The Believers." (For those who are
was often weak, some scenes (the interested, student attendance was
infanticide scene) were drawn-out between 150 and 175; faculty at
and maudlin, some others (theslav tendance, excluding religious, was
ery tableau) were unnecessarily somewhere between 5 and 10.)
melodramatic, and, for me at least,
The "Hippie Dippie Student
forty-five minutes of unrelenting Handbook," on theotherhand, was
acapella was too much to take. The not only a resounding popular suc

cess but a critical (i.e. popular
with the professors) success as well.
Personally, I have been pro-"Bluff"
from the very beginning (even in
those days when she was not no
nice to a certain sister publica
tion), but always with reserva
tions. Last year the gag-rag show
ed promise in every issue, but none
of them was quite as good as it
should have been. Thus it was that
when I first set my eyes on "Hippie
Dippie,"!scaffed at the possibility
of seventeen pages of sustained hu
mor. Now I am willing to e a t
crow. It was a delight to read
from start to finish. I am not say
ing that all the jokes were equally
funny - some of them weren't funny
at all. But there were so many
precious gems of wit to treasure
that only a pedant could complain.
I will resist the temptation to quote
here some of my favorites, as they
are funnier in context. Surely, how
ever, "Advanced Uselessness" is
one of the most divinely inspired
appellations of our time.
The humor of "The Bluff' can
basically be said to be of two kinds:
1.) that which was derived from the .
truth, the whole horrid truth, and
nothing but the truth; and 2.) that
which was derived from a prepos
terous distortion of the truth. But
it is this vital connection with the
truth which makes "The Bluff'
so worthwhile - the "shock of recog
nition" element, so to speak. The
welcome, timely, and tasteful hu
mor not only helps us to maintain
our sanity with regard to some of
the less pleasant aspects of this
place but also could eventually
lead to a bettering of the present
situation.

KEEP THE FAITH BABY
(Continued From Page 6, Col. 3)
tion of this man's right to make a
living (despite the First Amend
ment).
"Quit worrying about long hot
summers," he said, "and worry
about the long cold winter." In
response to aquestion about wheth
er he would predict any more "re
bellions," the speaker said that he
is not predicting, but he is PROM
ISING violence, violence, and more
violence. This country needs shock
treatment. "The situation is not
going to get better."
Negroes also want economic pow
er. McKissick pointed out that Wall
Street is still not integrated. In a
country based on capitalism, black
people still have no capital.
To refute the accusations of the
Press that rioting Negroes burn
ed their own houses down, the
CORE chairman argued that the
slumdwellings burnt this summer
belonged to White suburban land
lords, since blacks "don't own noth
ing in the first place."
Blacks want to build an image
for themselves. Having been torn
from African roots in the seven
teenth century, they had to speak
a strange language and forsake their
native tongue. When they were ad
mitted to colleges, they were taught
of the "superiority" of European
culture, and that Duke Ellington
is inferior to Mozart and the "Mas
ters." No culture is superior, he
postulated. Consequently, blacks
must not be taught self-hate. Val
ues must be changed.
At the conclusion of his lecture,
the speaker answered nine or ten
questions from people of varied
backgrounds in the audience. On
the question of looting, one stu
dent remarked on the unlawful seiz

ure of television sets, etc. "Sure," aspects are now being studied, of
answered McKissick, "that's what Black Power aims, in order "to
happens." "The average cat in the bring about a systematic change in
ghetto does not feel he is commit society." The key to the program is
ting any sin" by walking away self-determination — blacks assum
with television sets, etc. Some ap ing responsibility and control of
plause was heard from the back, white-run businesses in Negro areas
ironically from white owners of tele — with government aid, through
vision sets, etc. The Negro is just which a "parallel black com
protecting himself, he said. So munity" will be formed. Thechairciety must pay its debt to the blacks, man of the Congress on Racial Ewho possess the right to revolt. quality is promising a series of 25
Another student, apparently dis proposals which will grow out of the
illusioned with McKissick's phil six points of Black Power. In indict
osophy, spoke at some length of ing the Jesuit-run liberal arts insti
Aristotle and the Ancients and fash tution for its neglect of the racial
ioned a somewhat awkward attack problem, he explained that "what
upon the methods of Black Power. is needed is hard work, not rhetor
McKissick, however, cut short the ic."
question with some advice on read
Generally, the program with
ing. "Read books like Locke, Dav 'which McKissick is working is fin
id Walker, Thoreau, and Emerson," anced by the Ford Foundation, and
he said. Nevertheless, his personal under the direction of Dr. Kenneth
views were changed by experience, Clark. Mr. McKissick is himself
and not by reading, he admitted. a fellow on the program, working
His view of life changed after one with a pan-racial team. The group
incident in Louisiana during a sit- is currently studying the advan
in demonstration with Stokely Car- tages of expanding college curri
michael, when a crowd of people cula to include the teaching of
were trampled by state police riding Black Culture, with courses in ma
stallions with electrically-charged jor African dialects. Another pro
cattle prods. Reportedly, young gram is already exploring the pos
female demonstrators had been sex sibilities of incorporating govern
ually mistreated as a result of this ment-financed technical assistance,
action. Aretha Franklin once sang and private industry, in the devel
about life — just a little bit of opment of parallel black commun
"respect."
ities. In any case, McKissick af
McKissick also declared his full firmed that he does not intend to,
support of Rap Brown and Stokely and will not, return to Africa.
Carmichael, even though the CIA
is "quite capable of killing them
both." In that case, he said, other
leaders will rise up more deter
mined than ever to "burn it down."
Structurally, however, some
building up is being done within
the Movement. The programmatic

The last comment addressed to
the speaker came from a black
student, warmly acknowledged by
McKissick, and responding in an
enthusiastic voice:
It was the
black people who really did build
this country.
Will they continue to build it?
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HOOP '68
The 1967-68 Assumption College
basketball team started the season
off with an impressive 98-83 win
over the University ofMaine. Capt.
Tommy O'Connor led theway with
26 points and Rick Inauen with 21.
Providence College leading by only
five at the half, went on to win 8980 in handing the Hounds their
first defeat. Assumption then upped
its record to 3-1 by handing Siena
and Stonehill consecutive setbacks.
In the Christmas tournament, after
two fine come-from-behind wins
over a tall Tufts team and a highly
rated Springfield team, Assumption
fell victim to a spirited and sharp
shooting Worcester Tech team and
lost the finale, 82-72. After that dis
appointing loss, the Greyhounds
scored a real record-setting 12580 win over Worcester State Col
lege. The Hounds then raised their
record to 7-2 with a hard earned
64-61 victory over Colby.
The Hounds, called the most
"closely knit" team of his four
years, by Capt. O'Connor, show
signs of being a great basketball
team at times but have admittedly
had some rough going so far. Par
tially, but not completely, to blame
is the early loss of Junior Bob Boule
due to a knee operation. Bob play
ed for a few minutes against Tufts
in the tournament but re-injured
his knee and it is unknown when
he'll be back. His loss has left

the major burden of experienced
leadership to the Jersey punch.
Capt. "Birdie" has lead his team
well, while averaging 14.0 points
per game and emerging as Coach
O'Brien toughest defensive play
er. Tom has accumulated a career
total of 939 points. The Bird has
also promised that he's going to
lead this year's team out to Evansville.
Eric Inauen, the only other start
er from last year, has really matured
as a ballplayer this year and has
provided the team with consistent
and solid performances off the
boards and in the scoring col
umn. Rick is averaging 13.9
points per game and has helped
make up for Assumption's lack of
big men. In the Christmas tourna
ment Rick scored 47 points and col
lected 23 rebounds through the
three games and was selected for
the All-Tournament team.
Tom Russell, a big help to last
year's team, has provided a sharp
shooting hand and a lot of hustle
as he has this year. Tom has prov
ed himself a tough competitor and
real team player. "Russ," scored
15 big points against Worcester
State, played a solid floor game,
and got some fine assists.
The "little guys," Malin Gaudette, and O'Brien, have provided

some fine
backcourt generalship
and great hustle. "Winky ' Malin
is still the consistent shooter and
fine defensive player that he was
last year. John "Spunky" Gaudette brings back shades of Teddy
Paulauskas with his "full-court"
hustle and fine shooting. Sopho
more Rick O'Brien, last year's JV
star, has moved into varsity action
with little strain. Rick has been
praised continually for his playmaking and scoring abilities.
Ken Kozikowski, a real favorite
with the Assumption fans, has
shown great over-all improvement.
He has seen limited reserve duty
but against Worcester State Ken
was immense offthe boards; collect
ing 10 rebounds in about five min
utes of play, getting the ball out
side quickly, and adding a couple
of fine hoops himself.

and scoring prowess. Jake scored and played perhaps his first alii
eight straight points and a bunch around game against Colby. ;r
Needless to say, we have a youn| i
of rebounds in the last two min
team and a team which promise
utes
of
the
Stonehill
game
as
he
Last but not least we have three
ended up with 26 points. He scor to be one of Assumption's all-timrt
freshmen named Debari, Jones, and
ed
a similar number in our win great teams. But our concern ii
Mack. All three have been thrust
with this year's Greyhounds. Coacrl
into starting roles and intensive over Springfield, showing some
O'Brien and Assistant Coach Barfi]
real
great
moves
underneath.
pressure in their first year as Grey
kat have obviously worked haiP^
hounds. It is said by many that as
Tom Mack, averaging 10 points with this team and have not bee?
the frosh go, so go Assumption.
a game, has proved himself a tough known to lose too often. With fiife
Serge Debari, has responded with
competitor and hard worker. Tom coaching, the team's hard woii
a team leading average of 16.4
has rebounded consistently well and determination, Capt. TomV\
points per game. Serge has a knack
and has lately been improving his leadership, plus the great suppoio
of putting the ball in the hoop. He
shooting. He had a season high of that has been shown by the stie
had a well-earned 25 points against
17 against Siena, two fine tourna dent body, the future of this seasos
PC, a clutch 26 against Stonehill,
ment games against TuftsandTech, seems bright.
and two fine fine games in the
Christmas tournament.
Jake Jones, second leading scor
er on the team with a 14.4 aver
age, has provided a real lift to the
team with his fine jumping ability
During the past fall season the ed surprising speed and prova^
Assumption College Cross Country to be one of team's top runnenj
team led by Senior Co-captainsJim Sully provided the team with spiir
al
McManus and Joe Bialy quietly ited team competition.
All year long, the team pleasant^
raced to their second best season.
Their 10-4 record exemplified the ly surprised Coach Joe O'Brictvi
hard work and determination and his able assistant Dick Hei
bert. The team's hard work ai
which marked the squad.
"h
Seniors McManus and Bialy were desire "to pay the price" meant th
touted to be the one and two run difference in many races. Their spiie
ners respectively. Jim, a fine lead it led to dogged competition forale
er, led the team in four of our sev spots. No one runner could bL
en meets while Bialy, hobbled from singled out as the number oiwt
the start by a foot injury, provided through thirteenth man. Eachme\
strong team support. Junior Ron provided a new challenger for thu
Biron continued to show strong number one berth.
While winning ten contests th
improvement and won the last
meet at New Haven. Fellow class harriers did suffer four setbacks-•
mates Bill Kemps, Steve O'Brien, These losses came at the hands (
Jack DuBois, and Tim Mulligan mighty Boston State, Worcestf *
all showed improvement and pro Tech, Rhode Island, and Brandei3'
vided needed team competition. On the brighter side, the seasos'
McMANUS PLODS HOME
,ie
From the Sophomore class, help was highlighted by wins over St
was provided by Wayne Kelley, Anselm's, Lowell State, Nichol',11
Bob Deshaies, and Ed Rogers. This and, as a tribute to the senior a
t r i o , w h i l e n e w c o m e r s , f i n i s h e d captains, a team victory over Nese;
and never-say-die Captains Francis strong and shows great promise Haven and Fairfield.
Goodhouse and Andre Mysliewiec. for next season. Surprisingly strong
The outlook looks bright for nei
One thing we never did, and I say efforts were provided by Frosh year's squad, as eleven veterai
this in credit to the total squad, harriers, Bobby Gardner, Billy will be returning. With continue (
we never quit. No less than five Humbert, and Ed Sullivan. Gard improvement the A.C. Harrierswi
coaches maintain we were the most ner, a strong mnner, won two of present Coach O'Brien withanot£
stringent opponents they faced all the seven meets. Humbert show er winning season.
season —I ask, what price victory.
There must be method in our
madness, but we are looking for
ward to next year. But prophecy
th
and Pablo are now at opposite
poles.
Our forte was certainly defense.
m
Against squads which shared our
method of American soccer, the
opposition scored six goals in five
games, two on corner kicks and a
si
penalty. Deserving special men
rk
tion on the Art of Foiling Feet are
the above-mentioned Goodhouse,
Bob Chenevert, Mike Wisniewski,
He
and Rodger Tighe (Jrs.) and Larry
Flavin (Freshman). To single out
•g]
anyone who kept us in games would
be tantamount to reading the team
* 8 OUT OF 26 HISTORY COURSES OFFERED
roster. So let it suffice in that, for
2 SOCIOLOGY COURSES OFFERED
iF
better or worse, it was a team ef
YOUR CHOICE OF ETHICS WITH GUESS WHO'er
fort.
— Paul Trayers

trackmen triumph

y

Bloody But Disappointing Year
Well, now that the soccer sea
son is finally over there is but
one thing of which I am relatively
sure. I doubt if historians will
speak of me in the same breath
with Moses, Elias, or Dr. Tom
Leary. No prophet, I. Naturally
I would rather be quickly absolved
for my last article by hiding behind
mere optimism of the soccer team.
But truthfully I can't say that. We
really were good, f o l l o w e d by a
quick explanation. In retrospect,
we did lack a formidable offensive
punch as we were shut out more of
ten than not. However, the oppo
sition defeated us on four occa
sions by one goal, Nasson3-2, Babson and Stonehill, 1-0, and Boston
College 4-3 in double overtime.
Twice we tied in double overtime,
to Holy Cross 0 - 0 in a great exhi
bition of defense and Brandeis, 1-1
by virtue of another concentrated
defensive effort and John Stewerwalt's goal.

muscle, and guts. Against teams
that outclassed us in skills, we
constantly gave that little extra
to keep us in the game. ,Clark Uni
versity led at half-time by virtue
of a penalty shot, 1-0. Worcester
Tech also sported a 1-zip halftime lead in a game highlighted by
referees who had gifted insight in
thumb-sucking.
Down at New
Haven, the Chargers squeaked by
in the fourth quarter by a penalty
shot.
Obviously Zeus and the
Greyhounds had little in common.
When I reflected on the team, the
word IF looms in Gothic letter
ing. If Stonehill and Babson didn't
score flukes from the corner, if
we scored our two penalties against
Nasson, if the ref called that pen
alty against Brandeis—and the beat
goes on—
So it was a long season. Curious
ly absent was luck, andtooutsiders,
curiously there was spirit. How a
team could bounce back time and
time again often rolling in the dirt
Assumption College fields an A- of Breaks is beyond the normal rut
merican soccer squad, which makes of man. This drive was there thanks
up for lack of skills by hustle, to the optimism of Coach Barakat

d u e to insufficient J*
course offerings f
there will b e n o

!y

semesters
d
Geo.
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